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Abstract
A simple and self-contained treatment of the superstring BRST no-ghost theorem at
non-zero momentum and arbitrary picture number is presented. We prove by applying the
spectral sequence that the absolute BRST cohomology is isomorphic to two copies of the
light-cone spectrum at adjacent ghost numbers. We single out a representative in each
cohomology class. A non-degenerate pairing between the Fock spaces, an induced pairing on
the cohomology and a Hermitian inner product on the cohomology are constructed.
˚dedushenko A T gmail.com
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1 Introduction
BRST quantization of the bosonic string theory was introduced in [1], where it was shown
that the string at the critical dimension (or when the total central charge vanishes) admits
a BRST charge QB satisfying Q
2
B “ 0. The way this charge acts on the Fock space of the
theory (including ghost excitations) defines a BRST complex, graded by the ghost number.
The space of physical states is identified as the cohomology of this complex at the ghost
number ´ 1
2
. This approach was extensively studied in the subsequent literature. Some
relevant references are: [6]-[11].
An important question in the BRST approach is to prove that the cohomology space
contains no unphysical excitations (ghost oscillators, longitudinal and timelike components
of the matter oscillators) and carries a positive inner product. Either of these statements
are sometimes referred to as the no-ghost theorem. They are closely related, since unphysical
excitations spoil positiveness of the inner product. We will use the name “the no-ghost theo-
rem” for the first statement. Since we restrict ourselves to the case of a non-zero momentum,
the statement can be formulated as an equivalence of the BRST spectrum and the light-cone
spectrum. The second type of the “no-ghost” statement then follows easily.
The book [2] by Polchinski presents a nice and short proof of the bosonic no-ghost theorem
inspired by [1]. Another classical treatment is presented in [6] (where a vanishing theorem
for the relative BRST cohomology is proven, i.e. it is shown that the relative cohomology
is non-zero only at a single ghost number, and then various properties of the cohomology
are elaborated). Their method actually works even when we have only d “ 1 non-compact
direction (see [10]), while the approach from [2] requires d ě 2 spacetime. Note here that
the zero-momentum case requires a separate discussion. In the bosonic theory it is a trivial
task: there is a finite and in fact quite small number of independent on-shell states in the
zero momentum Fock space. So one can study how QB acts on these states and compute
BRST cohomology just by hands, without implementing any more advanced techniques.
The superstring BRST quantization also was extensively studied in the literature. Some
references relevant to the no-ghost theorem study are: [12]-[24]. Some related discussion can
also be found in Appendices B and C in [4].
There exists an approach which directly generalizes the bosonic proof from the book [2] or
from the paper [1] to the superstring case (see e.g. [12, 15, 20, 23] ). This approach requires
d ě 2 as it uses the existence of two free bosons X` and X´ (the light-cone directions). An
approach to the superstring BRST cohomology directly generalizing the paper by Frenkel,
Garland, Zuckerman [6] is described in [17] (again this approach can be generalized to d “ 1,
see [22]). However the discussion becomes more clumsy than in [6] because of different
subtleties that appear in the superstring.
A specific feature of the superstring is the existence of the βγ ghost system which is
bosonic. This results in the existence of the non-equivalent representations of the βγ ghosts
– the so-called different “pictures”. Also βγ zero modes (which exist only in the Ramond
sector) can create certain difficulties if treated in a non-optimal way.
Below we will define a notion of the picture number A (following [3]). The canonical
2
picture in the Neveu-Schwarz sector corresponds to A “ ´1, in the R sector the canonical
picture is A “ ´ 1
2
(sometimes in the literature A “ ´ 3
2
is also referred to as a canonical
picture, since A “ ´ 1
2
and A “ ´ 3
2
are singled out by the property that L0 is bounded from
below in these pictures). Most of the literature deals with the canonical pictures. There are
some known results about arbitrary picture numbers. Using picture-changing operators it
was proven in [16] that the absolute BRST cohomologies are isomorphic at different picture
numbers. In [21] the isomorphism of relative (and semirelative) cohomologies at different
picture numbers for non-zero momentum was established (while the zero-momentum rela-
tive and semirelative cohomologies were shown to be picture-dependent, which was checked
however only for canonical RR-sector pictures). Also in [23, 24] the NS-sector A “ 0 picture
is discussed.
We will present here an explicit discussion of the BRST cohomology for arbitrary picture
number A and arbitrary sector, without using the picture-changing operators. This can be
easily done with all the discussion not harder than the proof using picture-changing operators,
but with an advantage of building explicit representatives of cohomology classes almost for
free. However, we discuss only the non-zero momentum case. Our method is essentially the
same as used in [2] for bosonic strings but generalized to the superstring at arbitrary picture
number. The full treatment of the zero-momentum superstring cohomology at arbitrary
ghost number still remains an open problem.
We then construct a bilinear pairing between the A-picture and the p´A ´ 2q-picture
Fock spaces. Its connection to the inner product on the cohomology is discussed at the end.
2 Setup
We start with a superconformal theory with energy-momentum tensor TB and supercharge
TF :
TB “ T dB ` T gB
TF “ T dF ` T gF , (1)
where T dB, T
d
F describe the RNS string with 10 flat dimensions and T
g
B, T
g
F are the ghost
supercharge and stress tensor. The full theory has vanishing central charge and thus nilpotent
BRST operator.
The T d ` T g theory is described by fields Xµ, ψµ, b, c, β, γ (we can restrict ourselves
without loss of generality to such case, which is an open string or a chiral part of the closed
string; we will think of it as of the chiral part of the closed string). The corresponding modes
satisfy (anti)commutation relations:
rαµm, ανns “ mδm`n,0ηµν
tψµr , ψνs u “ δr`s,0ηµ,ν
tbm, cnu “ δm`n,0
rγr, βss “ δr`s,0, (2)
3
where η “ diagp´1, 1, 1, ..., 1q is the spacetime metric, µ, ν “ 0 . . . 9, m,n P Z and r, s P Z`κ,
where we define κ “ 1
2
in the NS sector while κ “ 0 in the R sector.
The corresponding space of states is defined as a Fock space. The matter field vacuum
in the NS sector is defined by:
αµn|py “ 0, n ą 0
ψµr |py “ 0, r ą 0
α
µ
0
|py “ p2α1q1{2pµ|py. (3)
For the R-sector, we also have zero modes ψµ
0
which make the Ramond matter vacuum
degenerate and give it a structure of the irreducible representation of the Clifford algebra.
So the R sector vacuum is spanned by the vectors |py b |uy, where |py satisfies the same
conditions (3) and |uy P 32 is a Dirac spinor of Spinp9, 1q. Note that 32 “ 16‘ 161, where
16 and 161 are dual Weyl representations. Also note that all these representations – 32,16
and 161 – admit real structures, i.e. Majorana conditions.
For the bc ghosts we choose vacuum | Óy:
bn| Óy “ 0, n ě 0
cn| Óy “ 0, n ą 0. (4)
All other possible vacua of the bc-system live within the Fock space built on this single
vacuum.
For the βγ ghosts, the definition of vacuum is not so trivial, and actually we have infinitely
many non-equivalent representations of the canonical commutation relations (see [3]). Fix a
number A P Z` κ` 1
2
. Define the A-picture vacuum by:
βr|Ayβγ “ 0, r ě ´A´ 1
2
γr|Ayβγ “ 0, r ě A` 3
2
. (5)
The vacuum in the NS sector annihilated by all the positive-indexed modes corresponds to
A “ ´1. The vacuum in the R sector annihilated by all the positive-indexed modes and by
β0 corresponds to the picture A “ ´ 12 . If we interchange the role of β0 and γ0 and say that
the vacuum is annihilated by γ0, we obtain an A “ ´ 32 picture. The A “ ´1 and A “ ´ 12
pictures are referred to as “canonical pictures” (and sometimes A “ ´ 3
2
as well).
The total matter+ghosts vacuum will be denoted just by its picture number in the NS
sector and also will contain a spinor state in the R sector:
NS : |Ay “ |py b | Óy b |Ayβγ
R : |A, uy “ |py b |uy b | Óy b |Ayβγ . (6)
Denote the Fock space built on this vacuum (or in the R sector on the space of vacua
|A, uy) by HA, where depending on the sector A takes integer or half-integer values. If
required, we will indicate the space-time momentum explicitly in our notation and write
HAppq for the space of states. Sometimes we can write HANS or HAR to emphasize the sector.
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In any picture, one of the operators in a pair pβ´r, γrq is a creation operator and another is
an annihilation operator. In particular, we have some canonical creation-annihilation choice
for each pair which corresponds to the canonical pictures A “ ´1 or A “ ´ 1
2
(depend-
ing on the sector). In the general picture, a finite number of pairs pβ´r, γrq switch their
creation-annihilation roles as compared to the ´1 or ´ 1
2
picture – creation operators become
annihilation ones and vice-versa. Let us say that pβ´r, γrq, r P Z`κ is a standard pair if the
positive-indexed mode annihilates the vacuum and is a reversed pair if the negative-indexed-
mode annihilates the vacuum. The pair pβ0, γ0q is defined to be standard if β0 annihilates
the vacuum and reversed in the opposite case. To indicate this introduce a symbol for the
A-picture:
εAr “
$’’’’’’&’’’’’’%
r if r ‰ 0 and pβ´r, γrq is a standard pair
´r if r ‰ 0 and pβ´r, γrq is a reversed pair
1 if r “ 0 and β0 is creation operator
´1 if r “ 0 and β0 is annihilation operator.
(7)
For the NS-sector A “ ´1-picture, where all positive-indexed modes annihilate the vac-
uum, we have ε´1r “ r for all r. For the R-sector ´ 12 -picture we have ε´1{2r “ r for r ‰ 0 and
ε
´1{2
0
“ ´1. In going to different picture, every time when operators in the pair pβ´r, γrq
switch their creation-annihilation roles, the number εr changes its sign. For later reference
denote byKA the set of such r’s, for which εAr changes the sign as compared to the ´1-picture
in the NS and to the ´ 1
2
-picture in the R-sector:
NS : KA “ tr P Z` 1
2
: εAr “ ´ε´1r u
R : KA “ tr P Z : εAr “ ´ε´1{2r u. (8)
We can explicitly describe these sets:
NS : KA “
$’’’&’’’%
 
1
2
, 3
2
, ..., A` 1
2
(
, if A ě 0 
A` 3
2
, A` 5
2
, ...,´ 1
2
(
, if A ď ´2
∅, if A “ ´1
R : KA “
$’’’&’’’%
 
1, 2, ..., A` 1
2
(
, if A ě ´ 1
2 
A` 3
2
, A` 5
2
, ..., 0
(
, if A ď ´ 3
2
∅, if A “ ´ 1
2
.
(9)
From the conformal properties one can derive for the βγ ghost number current in the
A-picture:
j “ ´‚‚βγ‚‚ “ ´
ÿ
r,sPZ`ν
: βrγs :
zr`s`1
` A
z
, (10)
where ‚‚ . . .
‚
‚ is conformal normal-ordering (subtracting of a simple pole, which is equivalent
to the normal-ordering with respect to the A “ 0 vacuum), while : ¨ ¨ ¨ : is normal-ordering
with respect to the A-picture vacuum (we do not write A explicitly). We will use : .. :
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normal-ordering later in this paper. The ghost number is conventionally defined using the
cylindrical coordinates w, which are connected with coordinates z on the plane by the con-
formal transformation z “ e´iw. Because of the non-tensorial behavior of the ghost current,
this gives an additional shift `1 to the ghost number. So the ghost number of the vacuum
gets contribution A` 1 from βγ and ´ 1
2
from bc ghosts, the total being A` 1
2
.
Introduce a light-cone basis:
α˘n “
α0n ˘ α1n?
2
ψ˘r “
ψ0r ˘ ψ1r?
2
, (11)
for which we have:
rα`m, α´n s “ ´mδm`n,0
tψ`r , ψ´s u “ ´δr`s,0. (12)
Later we will refer to excitations of the ˘ modes as the light-cone excitations.
In the BRST quantization, we define a space of physical states as the cohomology of the
BRST operator QB
QB “
ÿ
m
c´mL
matter
m `
ÿ
r
γ´rG
matter
r ´
ÿ
m,n
1
2
pn´mq : b´m´ncmcn : `
`
ÿ
m,r
„
1
2
p2r ´mq : β´m´rcmγr : ´ : b´mγm´rγr :

` agc0. (13)
The matter superconformal generators Lmatterm , G
matter
r in either sectors are given by:
Lmatterm “
1
2
ÿ
nPZ
: αµm´nαµn : `
1
4
ÿ
rPZ`ν
p2r ´mq : ψµm´rψµr : `amδm,0
Gmatterr “
ÿ
nPZ
αµnψµr´n. (14)
We have:
tQB, bnu “ Ln
rQB, βrs “ Gr, (15)
where Ln and Gr are matter + ghost superconformal generators. Because of L0 “ tQB, b0u
and rQB, L0s “ 0 one can look for cohomologies of QB in the eigenspaces of L0. Moreover,
from here it follows that all the cohomologies are within the L0 “ 0 subspace, but we’ll
re-derive it later.
3 Light-cone grading and filtration
Define a light-cone grading by the charge:
N lc “
ÿ
mPZz0
1
m
: α`´mα
´
m : `
ÿ
rPZ`ν
: ψ`´rψ
´
r : . (16)
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This charge measures the number of excitations of the “–” modes minus the number of
excitations of the “+” modes. Note that in the NS sector there are no zero-modes, while in
the R-sector a zero mode excitation ψ`
0
appears among the “+”-excitations. Assume that
we are working in the Fock space with a non-zero momentum k. Choose a Lorentz frame in
which k` ‰ 0, so α`
0
“ p2α1q1{2k` ‰ 0.
Lemma 1: QB decomposes under this grading into:
QB “ Q´1 `Q0 `Q`1, (17)
where
rN lc, Qjs “ jQj, (18)
and so Q2
1
“ Q2´1 “ tQ1, Q0u “ tQ´1, Q0u “ 0. Each Qj has ghost number `1 and we have:
tQ1, b0u “ rQ1, L0s “ 0. (19)
An expression for Q1 in both sectors is
Q1 “ ´α`0
¨˝ ÿ
mPZz0
c´mα
´
m `
ÿ
rPZ`ν
γ´rψ
´
r
‚˛. (20)
Proof: All the statements can be checked by direct calculation. For (19) we can also give
a short derivation: one can check that rN lc, L0s “ rN lc, b0s “ 0; so taking the N lc “ 1
component of identities rQB, L0s “ 0 and tQB, b0u “ L0 we get rQ1, L0s “ 0 and tQ1, b0u “
0. ˝
We also introduce a filtration degree:
Nf “ Ng ´N lc, (21)
where Ng is the ghost number. Note that rNf , Qjs “ p1´ jqQj , and so the BRST operator
preserves the following filtration on the full Fock space HANS,R:
H
ppq “ tψ P HANS,R : Nfpψq ě pu. (22)
This suggests that we can use spectral sequences here. Those who are not familiar with spec-
tral sequences can find a concise introduction in [25]. Using physical terminology, the main
idea can be summarized as follows: apply perturbation theory to compute the cohomology
of QB “ Q1`Q0`Q´1. First, we find the cohomology of the operator Q1 and then look for
the higher corrections. The spectral sequence is the most effective when this perturbative
procedure converges after the finite number of steps (in our case it converges after the first
step).
The graded components of the associated graded space (which forms the zeroth term of
the spectral sequence) are identified as subspaces of the definite filtration degree:
E
p
0
“ Hppq{Hpp`1q – tψ P HANS,R : Nfpψq “ pu. (23)
We do not indicate a sector and picture number for E0 and H
ppq to make our notation less
clumsy. Note: à
p
E
p
0
– E0 – HANS,R, (24)
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and QB induces a differential on E0, which is precisely the Q1 operator described above. So
now we have to compute the cohomology of Q1.
4 Cohomology of Q1
Introduce an operator:
R “ 1
α`
0
˜ ÿ
m‰0
b´mα
`
m `
ÿ
rPZ`ν
εAr β´rψ
`
r
¸
, (25)
where we used the symbol εAr defined in (7). One can check that this satisfies rR,L0s “
tR, b0u “ 0. For the ghost number and for the light-cone charge of this operator we have:
rNgh, Rs “ ´R (26)
rN lc, Rs “ ´R, (27)
which will prove to be useful later.
Define the operator:
S “ tQ1, Ru “
8ÿ
n“1
pnc´nbn ` nb´ncn ´ α`´nα´n ´ α´´nα`n q
`
ÿ
rPZ`ν
pεAr β´rγr ´ εAr ψ´´rψ`r q. (28)
Define also a quantum number Nβγr for r ą 0 – it counts the number of excitations of
the pβ´s, γsq oscillators with |s| “ r. That is, if βr, γr are annihilation operators, then
Nβγr “ β´rγr ´ γ´rβr; if βr, β´r are annihilation operators, then Nβγr “ ´γ´rβr ´ γrβ´r;
and if γr, γ´r are annihilation operators, then Nβγr “ β´rγr ` βrγ´r (β´r and γ´r cannot
be annihilation operators at once for the vacuum |Ay). For r “ 0 we have: if β0 is an
annihilation operator, then Nβγ0 “ ´γ0β0, if β0 is a creation operator, then Nβγ0 “ β0γ0.
We also wish to reverse the creation-annihilation roles for the operators ψ`r , ψ
´
´r every
time that the pair pβ´r, γrq is reversed, i.e. when r P KA. Due to the fermionic nature of
ψ’s, this actually means that we consider all the states as excitations above a new vacuum1:
NS : | rAy “ ź
r ą 0
r P KA
ψ´´r
ź
r ă 0
r P KA
ψ`r |Ay (29)
R : |ĄA, uy “ ź
r ą 0
r P KA
ψ´´r
ź
r ď 0
r P KA
ψ`r |A, uy, where ψ´0 u “ 0, (30)
1In the NS sector at A “ ´1 we do not change the vacuum, and we have R “
1
α
`
0
`ř
m‰0
b´mα
`
m `
ř
rPZ`ν
rβ´rψ
`
r
˘
. When we go to a different picture, some of the pairs pβ´r, γrq reverse
their creation-annihilation roles, and for such r’s we should flip the sign in front of β´r in the definition of the
operator R. This operation is encoded in the definition of εAr . Also for such r’s we switch the creation-annihilation
roles of ψ`r and ψ
´
´r – this is encoded in our definition of the new vacuum | rAy. In the R-sector everything is the
same except that at A “ ´ 1
2
we take R “ 1
α
`
0
`ř
m‰0
b´mα
`
m `
ř
rPZ`ν
rβ´rψ
`
r ´ β0ψ
`
0
˘
.
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where for definiteness we fix the ordering of ψ’s in such a way that the absolute values of
mode numbers grow from the right to the left. Note also that with this definition, in the R
sector for A ě ´ 1
2
, we have ψ´
0
|ĄA, uy “ 0, while for A ď ´ 3
2
, we have ψ`
0
|ĄA, uy “ 0. This
reduces the dimension of the space of spinors by the fator of 2.
Analogously define the operator N˘ψr that measures the number of ψ
˘
s excitations with
|s| “ r above the vacuum | rAy or |ĄA, uy.
The symbol εAr is defined in precisely such a way that the expression for S can be rewritten
in each sector in a simple way using the numbers Nβγr and N
˘
ψr:
NS : S “
8ÿ
n“1
npNcn `Nbn `N`Xn `N´Xnq `
ÿ
rPZ` 1
2
,rą0
rpNβγr `N˘ψrq
R : S “
8ÿ
n“1
npNcn `Nbn `N`Xn `N´Xnq `
8ÿ
r“1
rpNβγr `N˘ψrq `Nβγ0 `N˘ψ0. (31)
This operator commutes with Q1 due to the Jacobi identity. It also commutes with b0
and L0.
Definition: let HKA,Ó be a Fock space built over the state | rAy in the NS sector or over
the space of vacuums |ĄA, uy, u P 32, ψ´
0
u “ 0 in the R sector by exciting ψi´r and αi´n modes
with i “ 2 . . . 9. Let HKA,Ò be a Fock space built over the state c0| rAy in the NS sector or over
the space of vacuums c0|ĄA, uy, u P 32, ψ´0 u “ 0 in the R sector by exciting the same modes.
Recall that Q1 defines a complex pHA, Q1q (we do not indicate sector here), and we need
its cohomology:
Lemma 2: H˚
`pHA, Q1q˘ – kerS “ HKA,Ó ‘HKA,Ò.
Proof: Since S commutes with Q1, it is enough to compute the Q1 cohomology in each
eigenspace of S. Since S “ tQ1, Ru, we have H˚
`pHA, Q1q˘ Ă kerS.
Now consider the kernel of S. From (31), it follows that the kernel of S has no light-cone
(i.e. ˘) excitations above the vacuum | rAy or |ĄA, uy. Also it has no ghost excitations except
possibly the c0 excitation, which does not change the S eigenvalue. This means that actually:
kerS “ HKA,Ó ‘HKA,Ò,
where the spaces on the r.h.s. were defined above. The first space has no ghost excitations,
and so its ghost number is A` 1
2
. The second space has only c0 excitation, and so its ghost
number is A` 3
2
:
NghHKA,Ó “
ˆ
A` 1
2
˙
H
K
A,Ó
NghHKA,Ò “
ˆ
A` 3
2
˙
H
K
A,Ò. (32)
Also these spaces are connected by:
H
K
A,Ó “ b0HKA,Ò. (33)
Notice that for |ψy P HKA,Ò, as a consequence of rQ1, Ss “ 0:
SQ1|ψy “ Q1S|ψy “ 0,
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so Q1|ψy P kerS. But such a state has ghost number A ` 52 , which is consistent only if
Q1|ψy “ 0. So Q1 annihilates the full subspace HKA,Ò. For the subspace HKA,Ó we have:
Q1H
K
A,Ó “ Q1b0HKA,Ò “ ´b0Q1HKA,Ò “ 0. (34)
This shows that Q1 annihilates both H
K
A,Ó and H
K
A,Ò, and so all the states in kerS are
Q1-closed. Thus there are no Q1-exact states there, which proves the Lemma.˝
Remark: The kernel of S has a definite value of N lc, which depends on A. One can
easily find by looking at the vacuum | rAy for the NS sector that it has N lc “ A` 1, while for
R-sector |ĄA, uy has N lc “ A` 1
2
.
5 Cohomology of QB
Above, we have computed the cohomology of Q1, i.e. the cohomology of the zeroth term
of the spectral sequence. By definition this gives the first term E1. Lemma 2 shows that it
is non-zero only at ghost numbers A ` 1
2
and A ` 3
2
. In terms of the filtration degree, it is
non-zero only at degrees α˘ 1
2
, where α “ 0 in the NS sector and α “ 1
2
in the R sector. So
the only non-trivial components of the first term of the spectral sequence are (cohomology
is graded by the filtration degree here):
E
α˘ 1
2
1
“ Hα˘ 12 `pHA, Q1q˘
E
α´ 1
2
1
– HKA,Ó
E
α` 1
2
1
– HKA,Ò. (35)
As follows directly from the construction, the differential on E1 is the one induced by Q0
on the cohomology of Q1 (still denote this operator by Q0). So already at the first term we
are left just with the following:
0 ✲ E
α´1{2
1
Q0
✲ E
α`1{2
1
✲ 0. (36)
Next we should notice that the operator Q0 can be rewritten in a useful way:
Q0 “ rQ0 ` c0L0. (37)
By Lemma 1, tQ1, Q0u “ 0, and since tQ1, c0u “ rQ1, L0s “ 0, this implies tQ1, rQ0u “ 0.
Thus, rQ0 acts on the cohomology of Q1. Next, notice that rQ0 commutes with b0 (and so does
not excite the c0 mode). But since rQ0 still increases the ghost number by one, it excites some
other (non-zero) ghost mode. Thus, the range of the operator rQ0 lies within the subspace
where S is invertible. But we know that there are no cohomologies in such subspace. In
other words, rQ0 maps into the subspace which contains no cohomologies. This shows thatrQ0 is trivial on cohomology. So (36) actually takes the form:
0 ✲ E
α´1{2
1
c0L0
✲ E
α`1{2
1
✲ 0. (38)
So now we see that off-shell this complex describes just an isomorphism. Thus its cohomology
vanishes off-shell, and the spectral sequence abuts to zero – there are no BRST cohomology
off-shell.
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On-shell, L0 “ 0, and so the spectral sequence stabilizes: the only non-zero terms are
E
α˘1{2
8 – Eα˘1{21 X kerL0. Since the spectral sequence abuts to cohomology of the total
BRST operator QB, this implies that the BRST cohomology is isomorphic to the on-shell
part of the Q1 cohomology:
H˚
`pHA, QBq˘ – H˚ `pHA, Q1q˘X kerL0
– kerS X kerL0 “ pHKA,Ó ‘HKA,Òq X kerL0. (39)
So if we grade the cohomology by the ghost number Ng we see that for the picture number
A, we have two copies of the light-cone spectra at ghost numbers pA` 1q ˘ 1
2
.
6 Explicit realization
Although we have just proven by means of the spectral sequence that QB cohomology is
isomorphic to pHKA,Ó ‘ HKA,Òq X kerL0, this isomorphism doesn’t respect the action of QB.
Sometimes it is useful to pick a representative from each cohomology class and form another
vector space isomorphic to the cohomology, each vector of which represents some BRST class
in the bigger Fock space. We will now proceed to do so using the method described in [2],
where the bosonic string case was considered.
Define an operator U by:
S ` U “ tQB, Ru, (40)
where now the operator U “ U´1 ` U´2 with U´1 “ tQ0, Ru and U´2 “ tQ´1, Ru has the
following properties (because of (26),(27)):
rNgh, U s “ 0 (41)
rN lc, U´1s “ ´U´1 (42)
rN lc, U´2s “ ´2U´2. (43)
These imply that in terms of the N lc eigenvalues, S is a diagonal operator, while U is given
by a lower triangular matrix. So one can prove the Lemma:
Lemma 3: kerpS ` Uq – kerS. Moreover kerpS ` Uq “ H˜K
A`1{2 ‘ H˜KA`3{2, where
H˜K
A`1{2 “ ΩHKAÓ, H˜KA`3{2 “ ΩHKAÒ and
Ω “ 1´ S´1U ` pS´1Uq2 ´ . . .
Proof: The operators S and U commute withNgh and with L0 (sinceQB andR commute
with L0), andN
gh and L0 commute within each other. Thus it is enough to prove the Lemma
in a subspace with fixed values of L0 and N
gh. Such a subspace is finite dimensional.
So we consider S as a finite diagonal matrix and U as a finite lower-triangular matrix.
Then the kernel of S ` U is not bigger then the kernel of S. In our case these kernels are
actually equal in size and we can build an explicit isomorphism Ω. For any |ψ0y P kerS we
take:
|ψy “ Ω|ψ0y “ |ψ0y ´ S´1U |ψ0y ` S´1US´1U |ψ0y ´ . . . (44)
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Note that this expression is well-defined: first of all, U lowers N lc, and so S´1 always acts
on the states where S is actually invertible. Second, since S´1U is lower triangular (in the
finite subspace), it is nilpotent, and so the sum above actually contains only finite number
of terms.
This map obviously establishes the required isomorphism of kernels: kerpS`Uq “ ΩkerS.
Since we know that
kerS “ HKA,Ó ‘HKA,Ò,
this immediately finishes the proof. ˝
Remark: Notice that rb0, Ss “ 0, and rb0, U s “ rb0, S`U s “ rb0, tQB, Rus “ rL0, Rs “ 0.
Thus rb0,Ωs “ 0 and we have:
H˜
K
A` 1
2
“ ΩHKAÓ “ Ωb0HKAÒ “ b0ΩHKAÒ “ b0H˜KA` 3
2
. (45)
However rc0, U s ‰ 0 and so H˜KA` 3
2
‰ c0H˜KA` 1
2
.
Now we notice that by definition and by the Jacobi identity rQB, S ` U s “ 0. So the
cohomology of QB is represented by the subspace of kerpS`Uq because of S`U “ tQB, Ru.
From the Lemma 3, we know that kerpS `Uq “ H˜K
A`1{2 ‘ H˜KA`3{2 and from the Remark
we know that H˜K
A`1{2 “ b0H˜KA`3{2. Also, since Ω preserves ghost number, we know that
NghH˜K
A`1{2 “ pA ` 12 qH˜KA`1{2 and NghH˜KA`3{2 “ pA ` 32 qH˜KA`3{2. This allows us to act as
in Lemma 2. Since QB raises ghost number, we deduce that:
QBH˜
K
A`3{2 “ 0
because QB preserves kerpS ` Uq, which has ghost number not higher than A ` 3{2. For
H˜K
A`1{2 we have:
QBH˜
K
A`1{2 “ QBb0H˜KA`3{2 “ tQB, b0uH˜KA`3{2 “ L0H˜KA`3{2. (46)
This shows that off-shell QB doesn’t annihilate H˜
K
A`1{2, but instead maps it isomorphically
onto H˜K
A`3{2 (its off-shell part), thus making all the states there BRST-exact. So we obtain
one more time that there is no BRST-cohomology off-shell.
However on-shell (46) shows that QB annihilates H˜
K
A`1{2 X kerL0. This means that:
H˚
`pHA, QBq˘ – kerpS ` Uq X kerL0 “ pH˜KA`1{2 ‘ H˜KA`3{2q X kerL0.
Remark: Since b0H˜
K
A`1{2 “ 0, the QB cohomologies consist of just two copies of the
relative cohomology at ghost numbers A` 1
2
and A` 3
2
(relative cohomology is the cohomology
of the subcomplex annihilated by b0). These are again the two copies of the light-cone spectra
discussed in the previous section.
7 Non-degenerate bilinear pairing of Fock spaces
A two-point function on a sphere induces a canonical non-degenerate bilinear pairing between
A-picture and p´A´ 2q-picture Hilbert spaces of opposite space-time momenta:
H
Appq ˆH´A´2p´pq Ñ C, (47)
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which is a tree amplitude with two incoming string states. The anomaly in the ghost number
current of the βγ-system requires that the total picture number of the vertex operators be ´2,
implying that the A-picture space of states can pair non-trivially only to the p´A´2q-picture
space. Since both strings are incoming, they must have opposite space-time momenta. One
can also show separately (like in [17]) that there is no consistent way to introduce bilinear
pairing between any other spaces.
Let the sphere be covered by two maps with holomorphic coordinates z and w, respec-
tively, with gluing function w “ 1
z
. Consider states ψ P HA, φ P H´A´2. We then take the
corresponding vertex operators Ψwpwq, Φzpzq, the first written in terms of the w coordinate,
and the second one in terms of the z coordinate. Then we want the following property to
hold for the pairing (47) denoted by p , q:
pψ, φq 9 xΨwpw “ 0qΦzpz “ 0qy, (48)
where x. . . y denotes the two-point function on the sphere2. We will fix the normalization
soon.
This pairing is obviously Lorentz-invariant. For completeness of the discussion, we will
describe it explicitly in our fixed Lorentz frame.
Note that the space HA has a natural Z2 grading by the fermion number (which is
different from the GSO grading). One can think of this grading as being induced by the
state-operator correspondence from the Z2 grading on the space of fields, where it describes
the world-sheet statistics of the vertex operators. Let us denote the Z2-grading of the general
state |φy of definite degree by p´1qrφ. See Appendix A for details and subtleties about the
Z2-grading on H
A.
7.1 Conjugating with respect to the pairing
Suppose we have a weight h holomorphic primary field Opzq “ řn Onzn`h of definite Z2-degree.
We may want to consider an expression p|ψy, On|φ1yq and figure out how the conjugation with
respect to our pairing works. To do this, we represent On “
ű
dz
2pii
zn`h´1Opzq, use the fact
that that the two regions of the sphere are glued by w “ 1
z
and flip the contour over the
sphere. As a result:
p|φy, On|φ1yq “ p´1qhp´1q rO rφpO´n|φy, |φ1yq, (49)
where rO is 0 or 1 depending on whether the field Opzq is bosonic or fermionic. Using this,
we can easily find:
p|φy, αµn|φ1yq “ ´pαµ´n|φy, |φ1yq, p|φy, βr|φ1yq “ ´ipβ´r|φy, |φ1yq
p|φy, γr|φ1yq “ ´ipγ´r|φy, |φ1yq, p|φy, ψµr |φ1yq “ ip´1qrφpψµ´r|φy, |φ1yq
p|φy, bn|φ1yq “ p´1qrφpb´n|φy, |φ1yq, p|φy, cn|φ1yq “ ´p´1qrφpc´n|φy, |φ1yq. (50)
2There exists another definition in the literature (e.g. [26]), where both fields are taken in the same coordinate
patch, and for the field Ψpzq of conformal dimension h the pairing is limzÑ8 z
2hxΨpzqΦp0qy. This definition
is equivalent to ours if the field Ψpzq is primary. However, if the field is not primary, the definitions are not
equivalent, and our definition makes more sense for our purposes.
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For QB, which is an integral of the BRST current, one then has:
p|φy, QB|φ1yq ` p´1qrφpQB|φy, |φ1yq “ 0. (51)
7.2 Fixing normalization
In the NS sector, it is a trivial task to fully fix our pairing. We want p|Ay, c0|´A´2yq “ ˘1,
where c0 insertion is required to saturate the c-field zero modes. We fix the sign by the
requirement:
NS : p| rAy, c0| Č´A´ 2yq “ 1. (52)
In the Ramond sector the condition is
R : p|ĄA, uy, c0| Č´A´ 2, uyq “ xu, uy, (53)
where xu, uy is a bilinear and positive (over R) pairing on the subspace of spinors satisfying
ψ´
0
u “ 0. For details see Appendix B.
7.3 Pairing on cohomology
Now observe that (51) means that we have an induced pairing on cohomology. Recall that
at picture number A we have cohomologies only at ghost numbers A ` 1
2
and A ` 3
2
and
that they can be realized as the spaces of representatives kerL0XΩHKA,Ó and kerL0XΩHKA,Ò
respectively. So to describe the pairing on cohomology it is enough to describe the following
pairing: ´
ΩpHKA,Ó ‘HKA,Òq X kerL0
¯
ˆ
´
ΩpHK´A´2,Ó ‘HK´A´2,Òq X kerL0
¯
Ñ C.
Notice that by (50), (52) and (53), the pairing (47) has the following property: the two
states O1| rAy and O2c0| Č´A´ 2y in the NS sector or O1|ĄA, uy and O2c0| Č´A´ 2, uy in the R
sector can pair non-trivially only if N lc charges of the operators O1 and O2 add up to zero.
Recalling the definition of Ω from Lemma 3 and using that U has N lc ă 0, we obtain for
φ P HKA,Ó ‘HKA,Ò and φ1 P HK´A´2,Ó ‘HK´A´2,Ò:
pΩφ,Ωφ1q “ pφ, φ1q. (54)
Now notice that the pairing (47) actually pairs HKA,Ó non-degenerately to H
K
´A´2,Ò and H
K
A,Ò
– to HK´A´2,Ó (this reveals itself as an insertion of c0 in (52) and (53)). Thus (54) actually
implies that the cohomology at the ghost number A` 1
2
is paired non-degenerately with the
cohomology at the ghost number ´A ´ 1
2
, and the cohomology at the ghost number A ` 3
2
– with the cohomology at the ghost number ´A´ 3
2
:
picture ´A´ 2 picture A
H ´A´3{2 ‘H ´A´1{2 H A`1{2 ‘H A`3{2. (55)
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8 From bilinear pairing to Hermitian inner product on
cohomology
First we should note that it is enough to study the pairing betweenHA`1{2 (at the momentum
p) and H´A´1{2 (at the momentum ´p). The pairing between H´A´3{2 and HA`3{2 is then
included automatically by replacing AÑ ´A´ 2.
Recall thatHKA,Ó is built over the state | rAy (or over the space of states |ĄA, uy with ψ´0 u “ 0
in the R sector) by exciting the oscillators αi´n, ψ
i
´r, i “ 2 . . . 9 with n ą 0, r ą 0, while
HK´A´2,Ò is built over c0| Č´A´ 2y (or again c0| Č´A´ 2, uy with ψ´0 u “ 0 in the R sector)
by exciting the same oscillators. Thus HKA,Ó and H
K
´A´2,Ò are isomorphic to the light-cone
spaces of (off-shell) states. Note that the subspace of spinors u P 32 satisfying ψ´
0
u “ 0 is
isomorphic to the space of Spinp8q spinors, the spinors in the light-cone gauge. Since we
had for the cohomology HA`1{2 – kerL0XΩHKA,Ó and H´A´1{2 – kerL0XΩHK´A´2,Ò, these
gave us isomorphisms of cohomologies with the light-cone spectra of the superstring at the
corresponding momenta. Denote the light-cone space of on-shell states at the momentum p
by Flcppq. Denote these isomorphisms by:
Ω1 : H
A`1{2 Ñ Flcppq
Ω2 : H
´A´1{2 Ñ Flcp´pq. (56)
Now we want to use these isomorphisms to define a positive Hermitian inner product on
cohomology.
To define such an inner product we need to define some Lorentz-invariant antilinear iso-
morphism between HA`1{2 at momentum p and H´A´1{2 at momentum ´p, or equivalently
between Flcppq and Flcp´pq. This antilinear isomorphism will map between the incoming
and the outgoing string states. Indeed, it is clear from the connection of our bilinear pairing
with the two-point function on the sphere, that if we want to have a chance to define a
positive inner product, we definitely have to make one string state outgoing and another one
incoming. In such case conservation laws will allow pairing of two equal states.
The lowest state in the space Flcppq for the NS-sector is |py – the state of the space-time
momentum p with no oscillator excitations. In the R-sector this state is tensored with the
16-dimensional Dirac representation of Spinp8q, i.e. the vacuum is a subspace spanned by
|pyb |uy, where |uy is some real spinor of Spinp8q. We will use notation |p, uy as well. In any
case |py “ eipX |0y, so complex conjugation reverses the sign of p. Since pµ “ p2α1q´1{2αµ
0
, it
is natural to extend the complex conjugation operation to all the oscillators αµn and require
that they change their signs under it. We define a map:
˚ : Flcppq Ñ Flcp´pq, (57)
which is C-antilinear and satisfies:
˚αin “ ´αin˚ (58)
NS : ˚ `ψin´rn . . . ψi1´r1 |py˘ “ inψi1´r1 . . . ψin´rn | ´ py (59)
R : ˚ `ψin´rn . . . ψi1´r1 |p, uy˘ “ ´p´1qσ`χpuqi¯n ψi1´r1 . . . ψin´rn | ´ p, uy. (60)
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Here we have introduced some seemingly unnatural phase factors in order to make the
inner product we are about to define positive. So for ψ, φ P HA`1{2 let us define:
xφ|ψy “
´
ψ, pΩ´1
2
˝ ˚ ˝ Ω1qpφq
¯
, (61)
where p , q denotes the bilinear pairing of cohomologies described in the previous section.
Statement: (61) is a positive Hermitian inner product on cohomology.
Let us check that this inner product is indeed positive (hermiticity follows from the
antilinearity of ˚). For the NS sector take ψ “ Ωαi1´n1 . . . αik´nkψj1´m1 . . . ψjs´ms | rAy. Then
Ω1pψq “ αi1´n1 . . . αik´nkψj1´m1 . . . ψjs´ms |py
˚Ω1pψq “ isp´1qkαi1´n1 . . . αik´nkψjs´ms . . . ψj1´m1 | ´ py
“ isp´1qk` 12 sps´1qαi1´n1 . . . αik´nkψj1´m1 . . . ψjs´ms | ´ py
pΩ´1
2
˚ Ω1qpψq “ isp´1qk` 12 sps´1qΩαi1´n1 . . . αik´nkψj1´m1 . . . ψjs´msc0| Č´A´ 2y. (62)
So we obtain:
xψ|ψy “ isp´1qk` 12 sps´1q
´
αi1´n1 . . . α
ik
´nkψ
j1
´m1 . . . ψ
js
´ms | rAy, αi1´n1 . . . αik´nkψj1´m1 . . . ψjs´msc0| Č´A´ 2y¯.
(63)
Next we use duality relations (50) for our bilinear pairing and find that the phase factor
we introduced above by hands exactly offsets the phase factors arising from using (50).
Commuting creation and annihilation operators and then using (52), we obtain xψ|ψy “
n1n2 . . . nk ą 0 (or just 1 if there are no αin oscillators).
The computation for the R sector is analogous. In that case we take a state ψ “
Ωαi1´n1 . . . α
ik
´nkψ
j1
´m1 . . . ψ
js
´ms |ĄA, uy and obtain xψ|ψy “ n1n2 . . . nkxu, uy, which is positive
because x , y was a positive-defined inner product on real spinors, and adding complex con-
jugation turned it into positive Hermitian inner product on complexified spinors.
So after all we see that indeed we have a positive Hermitian inner product on cohomology
in both sectors.
9 Discussion
The BRST cohomology at non-zero momentum consists of two copies of the light-cone spec-
trum at two adjacent ghost numbers. This was proven above by straightforward application
of the spectral sequence for the light-cone filtration. However, it did not give an explicit
realization of the physical states.
The method from Section 6 provided such a realization, describing the BRST cohomology
as isomorphic to a certain subspace in the space of BRST-closed states (this is essentially the
same approach as in the Hodge theory). One can show (as in [2] for the bosonic case) that
the part of the space kerpS `Uq X kerL0 annihilated by b0, i.e. H˜KA`1{2 X kerL0, is actually
isomorphic to the OCQ space of states (if the picture number A is canonical, i.e. ´1 for the
NS sector or ´1{2 for the Ramond sector).
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The key idea is to consider grading by N 1 “ 2N´ ` Nb ` Nc ` Nγ ` Nβ , where N´
is the total number of ´-excitations above the vacuum | ´ 1y or | ´ 1
2
, uy (we are working
in the canonical pictures now), and Nb, Nc, Nγ , Nβ are the numbers of b, c, γ, β excitations.
One can easily check that the operator R from (25) has N 1 “ ´1. Also one can notice that
Q0 ` Q´1 has at most terms with N 1 “ 1, and so U “ tR,Q0 ` Q´1u doesn’t increase the
N 1 number. Thus, the map Ω doesn’t increase the N 1-number either.
But from the structure of kerS, we know that kerS has N 1 “ 0 (for the canonical
pictures again). Thus, since N 1 ě 0, we deduce that the space H˜K
A`1{2 X kerL0 actually has
no ghost and 2´2 excitations. Such a state has the form |matter statey b |ghost vacuumy
and thus is the OCQ-type state. To finish the proof, one checks that every OCQ state
|matter statey gives rise to the BRST class represented by |matter stateyb |ghost vacuumy
and then checks that this map sends OCQ-null states to BRST-exact states and that pre-
image of every BRST-exact state is OCQ-null. The existence of the positive inner product
on cohomology is actually used in this proof (see [2] for the details on the bosonic case).
We should also note that the question of the zero-momentum cohomology is beyond the
scope of this paper. It was proven in [16] using the picture-changing operators that the
absolute cohomologies are isomorphic at different picture numbers. Their proof includes
zero-momentum case as well. However the question of computing relative cohomology at
zero momentum for arbitrary picture number remains open.
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Appendix
A Z2-grading
In the NS sector the state |Ay “ |py b | Óy b |Ayβγ has Z2-degree p´1qA`1. The reason
is that the state | Óy is odd (it corresponds to the odd field cpzq), the state |py is even
(it corresponds to eipX), and the state |Ayβγ corresponds to the operator ΘApzq, which
conventionally is postulated to have the degree p´1qA (this operator is usually bosonized as
eAφ).
In the R sector, assigning some Z2-degree to the state |A, uy “ |py b |uy b | Óy b |Ayβγ
is a more subtle question. The vector |py is still even and | Óy is still odd. However |uy and
|Ayβγ correspond to uαLΣαpzq ` uR,αΣαpzq and ΘApzq respectively, where Σαpzq,Σαpzq are
the spin-fields of opposite chirality for ψµ’s, and ΘApzq is a spin-field for βγ-ghosts. Neither
Σαpzq,Σαpzq nor ΘApzq are bosonic or fermionic.
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Indeed, from the OPE of spin-fields ([3]):
ΣαpzqΣβpwq „ pz ´ wq´5{4
`
δαβ `Opz ´ wq
˘
ΣαpzqΣβpwq „ pz ´ wq´3{4
ˆ
1?
2
Γµαβψµpzq `Opz ´ wq
˙
ψµpzqΣαpwq „ 1pz ´ wq1{2
ˆ
1?
2
ΓµαβΣ
βpwq `Opz ´ wq
˙
, (64)
we see that the product of two spin fields of the same chirality is fermionic, the product of
two spin fields of the opposite chirality is bosonic, and the product of the spin field of definite
chirality with the field ψµ has the opposite chirality. It is quite clear that it is impossible to
consistently introduce Z2-grading into this algebra such that ψ
µ is still fermionic. However
Z4-grading works well. One can still say that ψ
µ has degree ´1, while Σαpzq has degree
´p´1qσi, and Σα has degree p´1qσi. Here σ “ 0 or 1, – there is no way to canonically fix
the sign of p´1qσ.
As for the field ΘApzq, it also cannot have just a Z2-degree. One reason for that is that
its bosonization is as usual eAφ with half-integer A. In the NS sector, bosonization was the
same but with integer A, and the degree there was chosen to be p´1qA, which means that it
is inconsistent to set the degree to just `1 or ´1 for the R sector. Another, more important
reason is that ΘApzq should offset the unusual statistics of Σαpzq and Σαpzq. The consistent
way to define grading here is to say that ΘApzq has degree eipiA “ ´ip´1qA`1{2. We do not
have to introduce any arbitrary unfixed sign here, since we already have introduced σ above.
So now the product ΣαpzqΘApzq has the degree p´1qA`σ`3{2, and ΣαpzqΘApzq has the
degree p´1qA`σ`1{2. These are ˘1, which means that now we can introduce Z2-grading into
the space HA consistently even in the R sector.
Remark: Note that in the Type IIB and Type IIA theories, different choices of σ for the
right-moving R-states are required. Indeed, in the IIB we have a sector pNS`, R`q, which
describes space-time fermions. Thus the R+ sector vertex operators (where sign denotes
the GSO-degree, which in the canonical picture coincides with the chirality of the Ramond
vacuum) must be the world-sheet fermions here, which fixes σ “ 0 for the right-moving
R-sector states in the Type IIB theory. In the Type IIA we have, on the contrary, the
pNS`, R´q sector, which still should describe fermions, which means that in that case we
should fix σ “ 1 for the right-moving R-sector states. In both theories we fix σ “ 0 for the
left-moving states. This guarantees the correct spin-statistics connection for the fields that
survive the GSO projection.
Now we can find the consistent Z2 degree for the state |A, uy “ |py b |uy b | Óy b |Ayβγ .
The chirality of the spin field is fixed to be `1 for Σαpzq and ´1 for Σαpzq. Let us denote the
chirality of the spinor |uy by p´1qχpuq. Then, counting the degrees, the Z2-degree of |A, uy
is p´1qA`σ`1{2`χpuq.
Z2-grading of any other state in H
A is determined by counting bosonic and fermionic
excitations above |Ay or |A, uy.
By counting excitations one can determine the degree of the state | rAy (see (29)) in the
NS sector to be just `1. The state |ĄA, uy has the degree p´1qσ`χpuq.
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B Fixing normalization in the Ramond sector
The Ramond sector is a little more subtle. First, let us consider separately the pairing for
spinors. We are interested in pu, vq, where u, v P 32. From (64), we know the two-point
functions of the spin fields:
xΣαpzqΣβp0qy “ xΣαpzqΣβp0qy “ 0
xΣαpzqΣβp0qy “ xΣβpzqΣαp0qy “
δαβ
z5{4
. (65)
This shows how to pair spinors:
pu, vq “ uαLvR,α ` uR,αvαL. (66)
Now recall that the spinor u appearing in |ĄA, uy is required to satisfy ψ´
0
u “ 0 by definition
(30). If we take two such spinors u and v satisfying ψ´
0
u “ ψ´
0
v “ 0, then one can write
v “ ψ´
0
w and use the conjugation property:
pu, vq “ pu, ψ´
0
wq 9 pψ´
0
u,wq “ 0.
However, we can define another pairing:
xu, vy “ ´pu,Γψ`
0
vq, (67)
where Γ is a chirality matrix. This pairing will be non-trivial on the subspace of spinors
satisfying the ψ´
0
u “ 0 condition. Since 32 is a real representation, xu, vy gives some inner
product on the real subspace. This inner product is actually positive definite. The reason is
that ´Γψ`
0
acts as a charge conjugation matrix (in the Majorana basis) on v. On the other
hand, the matrix of the bilinear pairing is the same charge conjugation matrix. So if we fix
the Majorana basis, in the matrix notations our new pairing on spinors is just:
xu, vy “ uTCCv “ uT v,
where we used that C2 “ 1 for C “ ´ΓΓ0, which is a charge conjugation matrix in the
Majorana basis. The last expression clearly gives an inner product which is positive over the
reals.
Now when we pass to the full Fock space, we obtain p|A, uy, c0ψ`0 |´A´ 2, vyq “ ˘xu, vy.
To fix the sign, we require that for every u which is annihilated by ψ`
0
, we have:
R : p|ĄA, uy, c0| Č´A´ 2, uyq “ xu, uy. (68)
Note that in the R sector one (and only one) of the states | rAy and | Č´A´ 2y has the ψ`
0
excitation, so the above condition makes sense.
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